
U.S. businesses added the fewest jobs to company payrolls in two years, while the 
unemployment rate fell back to a five-decade low, but it was unexpectedly soft 
earnings growth and a rise in the labor force participation rate that has sparked a 
major rally in the bond market this morning. 

December nonfarm payrolls increased by +223k, slightly above forecast, but the 
lowest reading since December 2020. For all of 2022, 4.5 million jobs returned to 
company payrolls after 6.7 million in 2021. In a continued sign of how difficult it 
has been to forecast in a pandemic-tinted world, Bloomberg noted that payrolls 
exceeded the median forecast for the ninth straight month. 

Average hourly earnings rose just +0.3% in December, while the November increase 
was shaved from +0.6% to +0.4%. This brought the year-over-year increase down 
from a previously reported +5.1% to +4.6%, the slowest pace in 15 months. Good 
news. 
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The unemployment rate (calculated through the separate household survey) fell 
from a revised 3.6% to 3.5%, as the number of job-seekers increased by +439k while 
+717k Americans reported finding work. The labor force participation rate climbed 
from 62.1% to 62.3%, matching a four-month high, but still a full percentage point 
below the pre-pandemic level. 

The total number of Americans actively looking for work was reported at 5.7 million 
last month, while another 5.2 million had not looked for work in the past 30 days, but 
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Markets Rally Big on Slower Wage Gains
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would accept a suitable position if it presented itself. 

Within the payroll number, the leisure and hospitality sector added +67k jobs in December, 
but remain -932k jobs short of the February 2020 count. All of the other major sectors have 
fully recovered jobs lost during the pandemic. Notable increases last month were in health 
care (+55k), construction (+28k) and social assistance (+20k). 

The retail sector added jobs for the first time in four months, but the +9k December 
increase seems woefully low given the time of year. Employment in temporary job services 
declined by -35k as employers increasingly sought permanent workers. 

It’s become common knowledge that Fed officials want to slow job growth, but the reality 
is that they want to slow wage inflation. This morning’s report may have been a bit warm 
on payrolls and unemployment, but the primary focus is on earnings growth, and that 
appears to be softening. 

As Fed officials contemplate whether they’ll tighten by another 50 or 25 basis points on 
February 1st, the decline in hourly earnings hints at the smaller hike. This is the reason for 
today’s rally. However, next Thursday’s release of the extremely important December CPI 
report promises to claim center stage and will ultimately drive the Fed’s decision at the 
meeting. 

 

Market Indications as of 9:31 A.M. Central Time
DOW Up 404 to 33,334 (HIGH: 36,800) 

NASDAQ Up 83 to 10,389 (HIGH: 16,057)

S&P 500 Up 37 to 3,845 (HIGH: 4,797) 

1-Yr T-bill current yield 4.69%; opening yield 4.69%

2-Yr T-note current yield 4.31%; opening yield 4.46%

3-Yr T-note current yield 4.06%; opening yield 4.21%

5-Yr T-note current yield 3.78%; opening yield 3.92%

10-Yr T-note current yield 3.62%; opening yield 3.72%

30-Yr T-bond current yield 3.73%; opening yield 3.79%
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